3PDH CORPORATION
- Greg Covato has been Advising Professional Money Managers for 28 years -

You are invited to learn about:
•

Interpreting the extremely accurate and predictive methods of the late George Lindsay (a master stock market
technician).

•

Forecasting directional stock market trend reversals - one year or more in advance. Covato’s forecasts date back to
1975, and they are believed to be the only forecasts that correctly implement George Lindsay’s “Mirror Image”
technique.

•

Three Peaks and Domed House patterns – excellent price and time forecasting tools, which have clearly defined the
shapes of 95% of the important market tops since 1885. With these patterns Greg Covato has revealed ALL of the
important market tops since 1988 to clients, and, most importantly, helped them to navigate cyclical trend topping
processes and to avoid major bear market losses.

•

A secular (very long-term) model – at least eleven repetitions in the likeness of the model since 1798 – used by the
Covatos since the 1960s.

•

Projecting with accuracy the probable durations of cyclical bull and bear market trends. This method has repeated
with continuity since 1885 – used since the 1960s.

•

A Primary Trend Method, which complements Dow Theory - reliable Bull/Bear reversal calls from 1945 to date – used
since the 1960s.

•

Intermediate-Term Trend Indicators – used by the Covatos to reliably announce intermediate-term reversals since the
1960s.

•

Short-Term Trading Indicator Signals – extremely accurate, very short-term signals - used since the 1960s - most
effective when used with Intermediate-Term Trend Indicator reversals.

About 3PDH CORPORATION
Gregory T. Covato – President
3PDH Corporation provides comprehensive stock market research to professional money managers. Gregory Covato’s father,
Phillip Covato, first published Timing Analysis Projection, or TAP on October 15, 1971 to aid professional money managers with
investment planning. Since 1986, Gregory Covato has made it his purpose (using mainly email message reports and website
postings) to provide managers with forecasting and the timely announcement of stock market reversals, analyze the
significance of such reversals, and then project the duration and magnitude of expected market trends. 3PDH Corporation is
devoted to presenting brief strategies for those who prefer only the “bottom line,” as well as thoroughly discussing methods to
help those with a “show me how” curiosity. Our service is conveyed via timely email messages to managers, website updates
and archives, and personal telephone dialogue. On occasion, larger reports, similar in style to the older TAP reports, are
distributed.
The Market Technicians Association (MTA) recognized Phillip Covato and Gregory Covato in 1988 for continuing to research
and interpret the methods of the late George Lindsay. At the MTA annual conference Phillip was asked to receive the “Man of
the Year” award on behalf of his mentor and friend, George Lindsay.
Phillip Covato became an investment professional 1958. He began in-depth technical research during the 1960’s at which time
he was introduced to the methodologies of George Lindsay. George Lindsay mentored Phillip Covato during the 1960s, 70s
and 80s. Phillip Covato began money management for individuals in 1971 and began to distribute annual market forecasts.
Gregory Covato – also an investment professional and technical research expert - began working with his father, Phillip, parttime in 1980 and full-time in 1986. Gregory co-authored all TAP-related publications after 1986, and became the dominant
author of all technical publications after 1999. Gregory is dedicated to continuing and augmenting the research originally set in
motion by George Lindsay.
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